gps bike computer

DESIGNED FOR PERFORMANCE.

CFD TESTED VS. THE COMPETITION
In a 40KM TT, a rider averaging 21 mph will
be approximately 12.6 seconds faster than
a rider using the leading competition.

8X ZOOM

6X ZOOM

2X ZOOM

1X ZOOM

ELEMNT COMPANION APP

QUICKLOOK LEDS

PERFECT VIEW ZOOM

CLIMB

TEXT AND PHONE NOTIFICATIONS

Use the simple interface of your
smartphone via our free companion
app to customize settings,
configure workout pages and link
sensors. Store your ride history
and automatically sync workouts
to your favorite training apps.

Quicklook LEDs provide a
clear way to quickly monitor
your power, heart rate, speed,
turn-by-turn directions and
other notifications.

Easy access side buttons
allow you to zoom in and
out of curated data fields
with just one touch.

Displays accurate climb data in
real time, including grade and
total distance climbed using an
onboard barometric altimeter
and GPS data.

Receive call, text and email
notifications mid-ride (or
turn them off in ‘Do not
disturb mode.’)

STRAVA LIVE SEGMENTS

TURN-BY-TURN

PLANNED WORKOUTS

LIVE TRACKING

KICKR CONTROL

Integrates with Strava Live
Segments to alert you before the
segment begins, display progress
status for your goal and give a
unique Final Push when you are
close to hitting a PR or taking
that KOM!

Get on-screen directions and
scrolling LED turn directions for
updated routes or use Take Me
Anywhere feature that generate
a cycling optimized route with
turn-by-turn cues.

TrainingPeaks and Today’s
Plan workouts automatically
sync to your ELEMNT and send
notifications at each interval.
Comes pre-loaded with three
Team INEOS structured workouts
and two FTP tests. Works on the
road or controls your smart trainer.

Locate friends or other ELEMNT
users with real-time location
on map screen or share your
location with friends by text
or email.

Pairs with KICKR Smart
Trainers to allow you to train
in four different modes: Route
simulation, ERG, Level or Passive
to just record your workout
controlled by another app.

HARDWARE INTEGRATIONS

SOFTWARE INTEGRATIONS

COMPATIBILITY
iPhone 4S
or newer

CONNECTIVITY
Works with most
Android devices
running version
4.3 or newer

PART NUMBER
WFCC3

UPC

853988006225

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN

AND MORE

China

ELEMNT BOLT INCLUDES

PRICE

ELEMNT BOLT BUNDLE INCLUDES

ELEMNT BOLT BUNDLE PRICE

ELEMNT BOLT
Stem Mount
Aero Integrated Out Front Mount
Quick Start Guide

USD $249.99
EURO €239.99
CAD $339.99
GBP £199.99
AUD $399.95

TICKR HR Monitor
RPM Cadence Sensor
RPM Speed Sensor

USD
EURO
CAD
GBP
AUD

$349.99
€329.99
$449.99
£259.99
$519.95

SPECS

PATENTS PENDING

Size 2 .9 x 1.8 x 0.8 in. //
73.6 x 45.7 x 20.3 mm
Weight 2.2 oz. // 62.4 grams
Screen size 2.2 in. // 55.88 mm
Battery life 15 hours
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